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ADVERTISEMENT

Noah's Seven Laws for Universal Humanity

Printable Version (PDF)

The Rainbow Covenant

All humanity on the Earth--as well as the creatures of the land--were uprooted and destroyed by the waters of the Flood

in Noah's time. Noah and his family alone--along with the selected animal species--remained afloat on the waters until

G-D's fury subsided. The reason for the destruction was disregard for the first Six Laws which G-D gave to Adam and

Eve and their descendants. People were unwilling to change their evil ways. Humanity had become so corrupt that no

repair was possible. The waters subsided. After 365 days in the ark, Noah and his family--along with all the

animals--made their way onto dry ground into a new, cleansed world. Noah sacrificed to G-D, and G-D caused a

rainbow to appear and said that it would be an eternal sign of the covenant between G-D and Noah (and his

descendants), and all the Earth. That rainbow covenant symbolized a vow that G-D would never again bring a flood into

the world to destroy all flesh. The Almighty reaffirmed to Noah the original Six Laws given to Adam and Eve to regulate

human societal behavior (the relationships between G-D and individuals, and person to person) and added the Seventh

Law after the Flood, hence the Seven Laws of Noah. This was a fresh beginning for the world.

G-D loves us and all His creation absolutely! He gave us the Seven Laws to protect us from destroying ourselves. The

Seven Laws are the foundation for a G-dly human, earthly society. People are created in G-D's image. We are loved.

It's said by rabbis and scholars of the Torah and Talmud that to actually see a rainbow is something negative. It means

that there is the need for judgment, but there is restraint from on High. It is known that in the generation of the Rashbi

(Rabbi Shimon Bar Yohai) that a rainbow was never seen due to his extraordinary holiness - he protected the world.

This was in the the mid second century CE.

The Seven Laws of Noah are directly taken from the first of the five books of the Torah which is called Genesis

(Bereishis). The Torah is the first and holiest section of the Bible. These Seven Laws are binding upon all humanity. The

descendants of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob who are known as the Jewish people received the Torah from G-D directly

with an additional set of laws that are binding upon them for a total of 613 laws. The Jewish people, the "Light Unto

Nations", have the stewardship of teaching humanity the Seven Laws of Noah.

RAINBOW Law # 1

One G-D (Creator of Time, Heaven and Earth)

Acknowledgment of One Almighty Timeless Creator (G-D). As well as not giving credibility to any other natural or

unnatural entity, idol or phenomena. Even if there is an illusion of creative, supernatural or magical powers. G-D stands

alone, no partners.

RAINBOW Law # 2

Blasphemy of G-D's name is forbidden (Innuendoes and insults of all types are included)

Not to take any of G-D's various names in vain. Not to use one of G-D's names in any disrespectful fashion or out of

context. Fear of G-D has a very close interrelationship with this law and concept.

RAINBOW Law # 3

Do not murder

Mankind is G-d's most precious creation. Both body and soul are created in His image. The act of murder includes the

intentional killing of a human being, suicide, and by most scholarly opinions, aborting a fetus after a 40 day period of

gestation except to save the mother's life. The act of killing for self defense at any time or during times of war is not

included in the prohibition against murder.

RAINBOW Law # 4

Immoral sexual acts are forbidden
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